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Overall goal: 

Understand gapped quantum phases of local Hamiltonians 

How to characterize gapped phases? 
 Chern number —> Quantized Hall conductivity

 Chiral central charge —> Quantized thermal Hall conductivity
 Fractional charges,

 Fractional statistics, 
………..???? 



Universal low energy properties of local Hamiltonians
described* by quantum field theory

Understanding gapped ground states of local Hamiltonians
—> understanding topological quantum field theory
       with symmetry



Non-interacting free fermions —> topological band theory

Integer quantum Hall states
Integer quantum spin Hall states
Topological insulators
Topological superconductors
Topological crystalline insulators
Weyl/Dirac semimetals, etc

Goal: Understand the generic case of arbitrarily strong 
interactions in both bosonic and fermionic systems

Fractional quantum Hall states, quantum spin liquids, etc. 

In this talk: consider bosonic systems. 



In 1 spatial dimension (1+1 D)

Without symmetry: Only one (trivial) phase

With symmetry group G: 

 “Symmetry protected topological (SPT) states” 

Classified by H2(G,U(1))

Projective representations at edges 
(zero energy edge modes)

Chen, Gu, Wen 2010;
Fidkowski, Kitaev 2010;
Pollmann, Berg, Turner, Oshikawa 2009;

Haldane 1983
AKLT 1988



In 2 spatial dimensions (2+1 D), without symmetry:

•  Invertible phases (“short-range-entangled”)
    Trivial product state, integer quantum Hall states / p+ip superconductors

   Characterized by chiral central charge c 

•    Topological order (“long-range-entangled”)
     Topologically non-trivial quasiparticles, 

    Fusion, braiding, etc, characterized by Unitary Modular Tensor Category



2 spatial dimensions (2+1 D), with symmetry G  

Invertible phases —> SPT states

Classified by H3(G,U(1))

Topological order —> Symmetry Enriched States (SETs)
General theoretical framework? 

Chen, Gu, Liu, Wen 2011

Wen 2002, 2003 Levin-Stern 2009, 2012
Essin-Hermele 2013, 2014
Huang-Chen-Pollmann 2014
Mesaros, Ran 2013
Lu, Vishwanath 2012, 2013
Hung, Wen 2013
Chen, Burnell, Vishwanath, Fidkowski 2014

+ chiral central charge



For unitary symmetries (on-site/internal , lattice translations): 

General characterization by algebraic properties of symmetry defects 
(symmetry fluxes)  “G-Crossed Braided Tensor Category”

MB, Bonderson, Cheng, Wang, 2014
Cheng, Zaletel, MB, Vishwanath, Bonderson, 2015

We have a general theoretical framework for describing 
interacting topological phases with internal and lattice 
translation symmetries (in bosonic systems)



What about anti-unitary (time-reversal) or reflection symmetry? 

•   How to describe “fractionalization” of time-reversal / reflection 
symmetry ?

•  “Symmetry flux” of time-reversal  / reflection symmetry —> 
  non-orientable space-time. 

How to compute topological path integrals on non-orientable space-
time manifolds? 

•   How to understand anomalies of time-reversal/reflection symmetry?



Setup:  
Given a bosonic topological order, characterized by
braiding statistics / fusion rules of topological quasiparticles
[technically, given a UMTC]



Time reversal symmetry action on UMTC

T : a ! Ta = a0

F abc
def ! UT(a

0, b0; e0)UT(e
0, c0; d0)F a0b0c0

d0e0f 0UT(b
0, c0, f 0)†UT(a

0, f 0; d0)†

= [F abc
def ]

⇤

Rab
c ! UT(a

0, b0; c0)Ra0b0

c0 UT(a
0, b0; c0)† = [Rab

c ]⇤

Guarantees all correlation functions (closed diagrams) are 
time-reversal symmetric



The choice of symmetry action T defines an element 

[O] 2 H3
T(Z2,A) A = group of Abelian anyons

MB, Bonderson, Cheng, Wang 2014 

(c.f. Etingof, Nikshych, Ostrik 2010 for unitary 
         orientation-preserving case)

[O] = obstruction to consistently localizing the symmetry
action to the anyons (symmetry localization anomaly)

Possible symmetry localization anomaly

Examples:  Sp(4)2 CS theory; SO(4)4 CS theory

Recently we discovered an infinite family of TQFTs that exhibit these time-
reversal and spatial reflection symmetry localization anomalies MB, Cheng, 2017

Fidkowski, Vishwanath 2015



If there is no symmetry localization anomaly, then there exists a 
notion of symmetry fractionalization

For time-reversal and spatial reflection symmetries, we can 
understand symmetry fractionalization by dimensional reduction 
to (1+1)D SPTs



(1+1)D time-reversal / reflection SPTs

G = Z2 Time-reversal, T, or reflection, r H2
⇤(Z2, U(1)) = Z2

Topological path integral



(1+1)D time-reversal / reflection SPTs

Time-reversal SPT:

Trivial

Non-Trivial

Local Kramers degeneracy at edge



(1+1)D time-reversal / reflection SPTs

Reflection SPT:

Rr| i = ±| i
Reflection eigenvalue = topological invariant



Symmetry fractionalization in (2+1)D

a = TaIf                   define ⌘Ta = ±1

⌘ra = ±1If                   define a = ra = eigenvalue of reflection 

Determines whether 
carries local Kramers degeneracy

a



Certain patterns of symmetry fractionalization can also be anomalous

Z2 gauge theory: {1, e,m, }
e⇥m =  

⌘Te = ±1 ⌘Tm = ±1 ⌘T = ⌘Te ⌘Tm

Claim: {⌘Te , ⌘Tm} = {�1,�1} is anomalous 
Senthil, Vishwanath 2013

Symmetry fractionalization anomalies

How to diagnose symmetry fractionalization anomalies for
time-reversal / spatial reflections?



Path integral on non-orientable manifolds



In the following, we will restrict to spatial reflections, r

r2 = 1

Results for time-reversal T will be obtained by replacing 
r with CT in the effective TQFT description



Orientable manifolds

⌃2 = closed, orientable surface

Z(⌃2 ⇥ S1) = dim H(⌃2) =
X

a

S�
0a

S0a =
da
D D =

sX

a

d2a� = 2� 2g

Derive by sewing together 3-punctured spheres  
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Non-orientable manifolds

Compute                       when          is non-orientable Z(⌃2 ⇥ S1) ⌃2

Can build non-orientable surfaces by gluing in cross-caps

RP2 Klein Bottle



Sewing 3-punctured spheres and crosscaps (Mobius bands)

a

b
c a

N c
ab Ma

Z(RP2 ⇥ S1) = M0 Z(KB⇥ S1) =
X

a

MaMā
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Example: Z2 toric code

ma =
1

2
(1 + ⌘ee

i✓ae + ⌘mei✓am + ⌘e⌘mei✓a )Ma



Example: Z2 toric code . Loop gas picture

| 
0

i =
X

C2closed loops

|Ci,

Topological GSD = 2b

b = number of independent non-contractible cycles



One non-trivial cycle —> 2 states 

Cannot create single topological 
quasiparticle out of vacuum



(⌘e, ⌘m) = (�1,+1)If                                  : e-string decorated with 1+1 SPT

Closed loops configurations have zero amplitude —> 

Phase acquired = ⌘ee
i✓ae

Z1+1(RP2) = �1

M0 = 0



Time reversal / Reflection 
symmetry fractionalization anomalies



Dehn twist on punctured RP2 (mobius band)

a

If Ma > 0 , pick a state 

D↵| i = ✓a| i

↵

Ma = dim H(RP2; a)

| i 2 H(RP2; a)



Consistency requires:

If this is not satisfied —> SET is anomalous!

Dehn twist is isotopic to the identity



Anomalous!
“eTmT”

Z2 toric code anomaly



Anomalous SETs can exist at surface of 3+1D SPT states

Bosonic SPTs in (3+1)D with time-reversal or reflection symmetry 
have Z2 x Z2 classification

Can we determine which 3+1D SPT? 

Yes! UMTC                                     3+1D TQFT 

• 3+1D SPT
• Surface topological order described by 

B

Crane-Yetter
Walker-Wang

B
Compute

Kapustin 2014

Z(RP4) = ±1 Z(CP2) = ±1

Need to extend previous theories to incorporate reflection symmetry



eTmT

efmf (SO(8)1 )

gauged T-Pfaffian+

gauged T-Pfaffian_
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Diagnosing space-time reflection symmetry localization 
anomalies                  

Z(RP4) =
1

D
X

a=Ta

⌘Ta da✓a = ±1

                   is independent of       if        a Ma > 0✓a = ±1

1.

2.

3.

Else:                    obstruction is non-vanishing. H3
T(Z2,A)

MB, Cheng, 2017



Summary

• Symmetry fractionalization for T, r symmetries   (T2 = 1, r2 = 1)

• Computation of topological path integrals on non-orientable manifolds

• General understanding of time-reversal / reflection symmetry 
anomalies:    

Symmetry localization anomalies, 
Symmetry fractionalization anomalies 

Other results:

• Systematic construction of topological path integral state sum for 
time-reversal / reflection symmetric SETs 


